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ABSTRACT
We tackle the problem of forming and deploying groups of
robots in a dynamic task allocation scenario. In our approach, wheeled robots carry out tasks and flying robots coordinate the formation and subsequent deployment of groups
of wheeled robots. Our recruitment system is based on simple probabilistic rules inspired by the aggregation behaviour
of cockroaches under shelters. The system successfully forms
stable groups of the desired size and copes with the dynamic
addition and removal of either wheeled robots or tasks. The
system includes a deadlock resolution mechanism that allows
it to continue to function even when there are not enough
wheeled robots to carry out all tasks simultaneously. As the
robotic hardware is still under development, our experiments
are conducted in a physically realistic embodied simulation
environment.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Distributed Intelligence]: Coherence and Coordination

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Swarm intelligence, swarm robotics, robot recruitment, robot
deployment

1.

INTRODUCTION

Self-organising swarm robotic systems have the potential to
be robust, flexible and scalable [2]. As such, swarm robotic
systems are usually proposed in application scenarios which
are unpredictable, or constantly changing, or require high
levels of parallelism and redundancy to reduce the impact
of individual robot’s failures, such as search and rescue operations [4] or space exploration [7]. In these scenarios, effective resource allocation mechanisms play a central role
and can make the difference between a successful mission
and a total failure. The potentially large number of robots
involved, combined with the complexity and the uncertainty
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in the environment, make the problem of allocating and deploying robotic resources to tasks in swarm robotic systems
particularly challenging.
In this study, we propose a self-organised heterogeneous
system, in which one swarm of aerial robots coordinates the
recruitment and deployment of another swarm of ground
based robots. Our system is designed to be applied in large
and complex environments. The aerial robots can provide
coverage of the whole arena and guide groups of ground
based robots to areas of the environment when they are
needed. Recruitment takes place in a single region of the
environment to prevent the ground based robots from wasting time and energy searching the environment for tasks to
perform.
We propose a swarm recruitment and deployment system
that leverages the benefits of aerial coordination while retaining the important distributed characteristics of a swarm
robotic system. We take inspiration from a well known probabilistic model of the behavioural dynamics of cockroach aggregation under shelters. In the model, shelters are passive
elements of the system, in that they happen to be randomly
chosen by wandering cockroaches. In contrast, our system
displays more complex dynamics, such as the formation of
groups of controllable size in parallel. We achieve this effect by extending the existing model to let recruiting aerial
robots behave as ‘active shelters’. In the original behavioral
model, cockroaches have constant probabilities to either stop
under a shelter or leave it. In our system, each aerial robot
actively controls the probability that a ground based robot
will stop beneath it, based on the size of the group the aerial
robot is trying to recruit.
In a realistic application scenario, when a group of ground
based robots is necessary for a task, its target size cannot be
specified with precision. In fact, often a task requires a minimum number of robots to be performed, and performance
increases with the number of robots involved, up to a point
in which the addition of further robots creates problems of
coordination that dominate the dynamics of the system and
hinder the overall performance. Our system is explicitly designed to respond in a sound way to this kind of imprecise
request, creating groups of ground based robots that meet
the desired requirements.
In the following, we present a mathematical description
of our recruitment system, and explain the key features
of its underlying dynamics. We conduct experiments in a
physically embodied simulation environment, to show that
our paradigm of self-organised recruitment in a central area
works in a series of simulated dynamic application scenar-

ios. Finally, we present scalability results to show that the
distributed nature of our system allow it to scale to larger
numbers of both aerial and ground based robots.

2.

BACKGROUND

Traditional approaches to recruitment and task allocation
in multi-robot systems rely mainly on centralised coordination and require global communication, see for instance [8,
13, 14]. While such approaches have been demonstrated
to be suitable for teams of a limited number of relatively
sophisticated robots, they are inapt for swarm robotic systems which usually consist of large numbers of relatively
simple robots. For swarm robotic systems, control often
has to be completely distributed while coordination is based
on self-organisation through local interactions. Given the
challenges of designing such algorithms from scratch, social
insects, such as ants and bees, have served as inspiration in
several swarm robotics algorithms [1].
Recruitment plays a central role in social insect societies.
When a new food source is found or when a predator attacks
the nest, a recruitment process is started in order to guide
nest mates towards the food source or to defend the colony,
respectively. Several ant species are known to use a combination of pheromone secretions and a guidance technique
called tandem running [22, 10]. In tandem running, the recruiting ant periodically waits for the recruited ant which
in turn taps the recruiter’s hind legs with its antennas to
indicate that it can continue. Krieger and Billeter [18] have
demonstrated an approach inspired by tandem running on
real robotic hardware. However, the technique only allows
for one robot to be recruited at a time.
Different approaches to aggregation and recruitment in
homogeneous groups of robots have been studied: Dorigo
et al. [9] used artificial evolution to synthesize distributed
aggregation behaviours in a swarm of robots. Martinoli et
al. [20] investigated object clustering by Khepera robots.
However, neither work provided an explicit group size control mechanism. Melhuish et al. [21] controlled group sizes
in a large group of abstract agents using a firefly-like chorus mechanism. However, group size control was not fine
grained to the level of individual robots. The work was extended by Brambilla et al. [3] to cope with this issue, but
only one group was formed at a time.
Several heterogeneous robotic systems and associated algorithms have been studied, see for instance [25, 33]. Gage
and Murphy [11] have demonstrated how an autonomous unmanned aerial vehicle can recruit unmanned ground vehicles
in a landmine detection task. However, to the best of our
knowledge, no existing system investigates recruitment and
group size regulation in heterogeneous robot swarms. Recruitment is important in order to obtain a good exploitation of resources in tasks ranging from search and rescue,
where a certain number of robots may be required to shift
a victim or a heavy object [15], to rough terrain navigation
where an appropriate number of robots need to collaborate
in order to overcome certain obstacles [23, 6].

3.

ROBOTIC PLATFORM AND SIMULATION
ENVIRONMENT

Our system is composed of aerial robots called eye-bots (Figure 1(a)) and ground based robots called foot-bots (Figure 1(b)). Eye-bots are quad-rotor equipped robots capable
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Figure 1: Heterogeneous robotic platform. (a) The
foot-bot; (b) the eye-bot; (c) the range and bearing
sensor; (d) diagramatic representation of the communication range of the range and bearing sensor.
of flying and attaching to the ceiling. Eye-bots are equipped
with a high resolution camera which allows them to monitor what happens on the ground [30]. Foot-bots are mobile
robots that maneuver with a combined system of track and
wheels. They are equipped with infrared proximity sensors,
an omnidirectional camera, and an RGB LED ring enabling
them to convey their state to robots within visual range.
Communication between eye-bots and foot-bots occurs via
a range and bearing system [29] mounted on both types
of robots. This system allows the robots to broadcast and
receive messages either from neighbours in the same plane,
or in a cone above the foot-bots or beneath the eye-bots.
Furthermore, the system allows for situated communication,
meaning that recipients of a message know both the content
of the message and the spatial origin of the message (within
their own frame of reference), see Figures 1(c) and 1(d).
At the time of writing, the robotic platform is still under development. The results presented in this paper are
therefore obtained in simulation. A custom physics based
simulator called ARGoS [26] has been developed to reproduce the dynamics of the robots’ sensors and actuators with
reasonable accuracy.

4.
4.1

METHODOLOGY
The Experimental Setup

Our aim is to tackle the problem of forming and delivering
groups of wheeled robots in a realistic environment, composed of different rooms connected by corridors for which a
predefined map is not available. The experimental setup we
designed, although simple, includes all the necessary components to test group formation and delivery in a non-trivial
fashion. As depicted in Figure 2, our arena has a large
central area, called the recruitment area. Foot-bots not currently engaged in task execution reside in the recruitment
area. In this study, we assume that eye-bots have explored

Recruitment
Area
Corridor

Task
Room
Figure 2: Screenshot of the simulated arena. The
large space at the center is the recruitment area, where
groups of foot-bots are formed under the supervision
of four recruiter eye-bots; in the peripheric rooms,
eye-bots discover and coordinate tasks to be performed by the foot-bots; the recruitment area and
the task rooms are connected by corridors covered
by relayer eye-bots. The grey circles visible on the
ground depict the portions of space monitored by
each eye-bot.

the environment, have distributed evenly and attached to
the ceiling in order to form a network that covers the entire environment. As we focus on recruitment and delivery,
the formation of such network is beyond the scope of this
paper. Because foot-bots move much more slowly in the environment than the eye-bots, the single recruitment area is
much practical in terms of both time and energy expenditure than any alternative system of task allocation, which
would require foot-bots to disperse in the environment. It
is important to note that the exploration performed by the
eye-bots does not entail the construction of a map, either
at the local or global level. Each eye-bot monitors its own
local portion of space, aware only of the neighbouring eyebots, thus allowing messages to be received and propagated
as necessary. In the environment four rooms are present in
which, at unpredictable times, eye-bots identify tasks to be
performed by the foot-bots. Corridors link the recruitment
area with each of these rooms. In the following, we will refer
to the eye-bots in the task rooms as task coordinator eyebots, those in the corridors as relayer eye-bots and those in
the recruitment area as recruiter eye-bots.

4.2

Recruitment

Our approach is inspired by the aggregation behaviour of
cockroaches. Jeansons et al. provided a model [16] in which
individuals probabilistically switch between random walking in an environment and resting. The probability for a
cockroach to rest increases with the number of neighbouring resting cockroaches. This simple rule encodes a positive feedback mechanism which leads to the formation of
a single aggregate in the environment. Furthermore, cockroaches prefer to aggregate in dark places [31] and when
multiple shelters are available, even if identical, cockroaches
collectively select only one [19]. This fact was the basis for
Garnier et al.’s work [12] in which a group of cockroachlike robots achieve a collective choice between two different
shelters in the environment through simple, local interactions based on Jeanson’s model. In this work, we extend
Garnier et al.’s idea, and for this reason we define our system as self-organised. In our system, foot-bots, playing the

Figure 3: Mathematical model. Initially, Eye-bot 1
and eb 2 receive requests with different quotas and
recruit foot-bots. At t = T1 , eye-bot 3, receives a
request whose quota is higher than the others and
starts recruiting its group. At t = T2 , eye-bot 2 delivers its robots, thus increasing the recruited quota
of the other eye-bots.

role of cockroaches, randomly walk in the arena. Eye-bots
in the recruitment area (recruiters), playing the role of active shelters, transmit go and stop probabilities to the footbots directly beneath them. Thus, a recruiter eye-bot, at
any given moment, has a group of still foot-bots beneath
it. Each recruiter eye-bot has a quota (i.e., a desired group
size) of foot-bots that it is trying to recruit. Quota requests
originate with task coordinators eye-bots and are relayed
through the eye-bot network to the recruiter eye-bots. Task
coordinators send requests of foot-bots in the form of a desired range <min, max>, and quotas refer to the maximum
desired group size. We specifically designed our system to
deal with quota ranges instead of precisely specified quotas.
A system that relies on precise quotas is unrealistic in the
kind of uncertain application scenario we are considering.
More importantly, precise quotas have the potential to create deadlock situations when there are not enough foot-bots
in the system to satisfy all eye-bot quotas. In contrast, a
system based on quota ranges can arrive at an equilibrium
distribution that at least satisfies the minimum requirements
of some recruiting eye-bots. When the system reaches equilibrium, each eye-bot that has at least fulfilled its minimum
quota can deploy the foot-bots it has recruited.
To get a feel for the equilibrium properties of our sytem,
we developed a simple mathematical model in which go and
stop probabilities were considered as rates of foot-bots leaving and joining an eye-bot’s group. The resulting dynamics
of such model represents the expected average behaviour of
the system. In our model, at each time step t, we denote
the fraction of foot-bots randomly walking in the recruitment area as x0 (t) and the fraction of foot-bots currently
stopped beneath eye-bot i as xi (t). Calling pi the probability for a foot-bot to stop under eye-bot i’s group and qi
the probability leave it, and intepreting such probabilities
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The resulting dynamics for a three-eye-bot experiment is
reported in Figure 3. Here, we can see the dynamics of a
simple instance of the model in action. We model three eyebots with three different quotas, by simply assigning each
eye-bot a join rate proportional to its quota. For simplicity,
we keep the leaving rates of all three eye-bots equal. We
can see that in this simplified model, the system copes well
with the dynamic introduction of a new quota request into
the system (at time T1 ), and with the departure of delivered
foot-bots from the recruitment area (at time T2 ). For more
details about this model, see [24].
To move from this simplified model onto a physically embodied implementation, the challenge was to find a way of
assigning probabilities that would allow the system to converge to an equilibrium (necessary to enable quota ranges),
while still providing enough flexibility to allow the response
to dynamic events displayed by our simple mathematical
model. A high stop probability and a low go probability
lead to a system where groups grow quickly and their sizes
tend to remain stable over time, but that does not respond
quickly to dynamic changes in the environment. In contrast,
a low stop probability and a high go probability lead to a
highly dynamic system in which foot-bots can be exchanged
among groups much more easily, but make it much harder
for the system to converge to an equilibrium.
To address this problem, we designed a distributed probability assignation mechanism that could ensure at the same
time stabilisation and redistribution when necessary. The
key to our system is to vary the probability of leaving a group
over time. Upon initial receipt of a request, a recruiter eyebot sets its leaving probability to a high value to promote
redistribution of foot-bots. The probability is decreased over
time until a minimum value is reached. The minimum value
is such that the formed group is expected to be stable over a
reasonable period of time—foot-bots are unlikely to leave it.
The leaving probability is spiked to the high value whenever
one eye-bot detects the arrival or departure of a group of
foot-bots (knowledge of such an event propagates through
the system over local communication hops). This spiking
behaviour promotes redistribution when necessary, that is
when the number of potentially available foot-bots changes.
For more details about the implementation of this system,
see [24].

4.3

Delivery

Once a foot-bot group has been formed, the recruiting eyebot delivers it to the task room. To safely reach their destination, the foot-bots must move in a coordinated way as
a coherent ensemble—in the literature, this is referred to as
flocking [5]. The two classical issues in designing a flocking
mechanism are (i) how to build and preserve the coherence

Figure 4: To deliver foot-bots to their destination,
eye-bots transmit the position of the target with respect to a common frame of reference. The local
frames of reference of the eye-bot and the foot-bot
are depicted in white. The vector connecting the
eye-bot to the foot-bot is the black line. The common frame of reference is indicated by the green
lines.

of the group as it moves and (ii) how to get the group to its
destination. In our system, we solved issue (i) by using an
artificial physics-based component that structures foot-bots
into a hexagonal formation such as in [32]. Regarding issue
(ii), the approaches present in the literature differ on the
percentage of individuals in the group that know the destination [5]. Leader following refers to the situation when
only one or a small number of robots know the destination.
This solution suffers the single-point-of-failure problem that
can be overcome with dynamical leader election [17], which
in turn, to the best of our knowledge, has never been tested
with large groups of robots. At the opposite side of the
spectrum, we have the fully informed group, in which every
robot knows the position of the target location. To implement such a solution, the robots should be able to sense a
gradient in the environment (such as the distance to a beacon) or be aware of their own absolute position as well as
that of the destination. To keep our scenario as realistic
and general as possible, we do not assume the presence of
beacons in the environment, nor we require the construction
of a map by the eye-bots. The fully informed group is then
not viable for the problem at hand.
In this study, we opted for a novel approach based on
the cooperation between eye-bots and foot-bots. When a
request for foot-bots is sent by a task coordinator, each relayer eye-bot receiving it stores the location of the message
issuer. This allows each eye-bot in the chain to know the
position of the next hop towards the task room. Similarly,
when the group is formed, the recruiter eye-bot sends a message to the task coordinator to inform it that the group is
ready, and as the message is relayed, the eye-bots store the
position of the next hop to the recruitment area.
Our flocking system is based on the fact that, because
of their range and bearing boards (see Section 3), eye-bots
and foot-bots know their relative positions. Although each
type of robot can only sense the environment with respect
to its own local reference frame, using the relative vector
between the robots, it is possible to transform a vector in
one robot’s local frame into a vector in another robot’s local
frame. In other words, the vector connecting an eye-bot to
a foot-bot defines a common frame of reference. Therefore,
to guide a foot-bot, the eye-bot transmits the target vec-

tor with respect to the common frame of reference, and the
foot-bot transforms the received piece of information into its
own frame of reference. A schematic representation of these
concepts is reported in Figure 4.
This concept allows one eye-bot to guide one foot-bot towards a target location. However, in our scenario, eye-bots
guide relatively large groups of foot-bots. Point-to-point
communication between the eye-bot and the foot-bots is, for
obvious reasons, a not viable solution. A more elegant and
scalable approach involves calculating the common frame
of reference with respect to the center of mass of the distribution of the foot-bots. The resulting vector is broadcast to the foot-bots in the group. Although in this system
each foot-bot receives incorrect information, the fact that
the foot-bots must preserve the coherence of the group creates a wisdom of the crowd [34] effect whereby the group as
a whole, after a short period of chaotic behaviour, finds the
right direction and drifts towards it. For more details about
this system, see [27]

5.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

5.1

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

The Recruitment Scenario

To test our system in the recruitment scenario explained in
Section 4, we conducted experiments with different task activation paradigms (Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2) and with tasks
that required a large number of foot-bots (Section 5.1.3).1

5.1.1

Sequential Task Activation

In this set of experiments, tasks are activated in sequence.
With reference to Figure 5 and Table 1, initially, an eye-bot
in a task room requests a certain number of robots. The
request is relayed to the closest eye-bot in the recruitment
area, which in turn recruits the necessary foot-bots. When
the foot-bot team is formed, the recruiting eye-bot delivers
it to the requesting eye-bot. After the execution of the task,
the foot-bots are returned to the recruitment area. At this
point, a different eye-bot in a task room requests foot-bots
for its task (a different one from the previous) and likewise
recruitment, delivery and return occur.
In the 100 repetitions run to test the system, we noticed
that, due to the probabilistic nature of the system, in 16 runs
the maximum number of robots was not recruited by either
of the two recruiters, even if more foot-bots were available.
However, in these cases, the recruited quota was slightly
below the maximum.

5.1.2

Parallel, Asynchronous Task Activation

In this set of experiments, we let the eye-bots in the task
room formulate multiple parallel and asynchronous recruitment requests. Initially, two eye-bots request foot-bots at
the same time (hereinafter, Team 1 and Team 2). One eyebot requests 5 to 10 foot-bots, the other 7 to 13. The requests are relayed to two eye-bots in the recruitment area.
While the two foot-bot teams are formed in parallel, a third
eye-bot requests 10 to 12 foot-bots (Team 3). This new
request triggers the redistribution of the already recruited
foot-bots.
In the 100 experiments we ran, the first group to be delivered was always Team 1 or 2. Interestingly, despite the fact
1

The interested reader is suggested to check the footage
for these experiments at http://iridia.ulb.ac.be/supp/
IridiaSupp2009-007/.

Figure 5: Screenshots from a sequential task activation experiment. (a) Upon request of the eye-bot
coordinating the task in the bottom room, Team 1 is
formed; (b) Team 1 is delivered to the bottom task
room; (c) Team 1 executes the task; (d) Team 1 is
delivered back to the recruitment area; (e) Team 1 is
released, all robots return available for recruitment;
(e) Team 2 is formed.

Table 1: Schematic view of the action in the recruitment scenario.

Task Coordinator Eye-bot
1. Send <request, min, max, taskid>

Relayer Eye-bot

Recruiter Eye-bot

2. Send <request, min, max, taskid>
3. Recruit foot-bots
4. Send <delivery,quantity,taskid>
5. Guide foot-bots to task
time

6. Send <delivery,quantity,taskid>
7. Guide foot-bots to task
8. Execute task
9. Send <done,taskid>
10. Guide foot-bots to recr. area
11. Send <done,taskid>
12. Guide foot-bots to recr. area
13. Receive foot-bots
14. Release foot-bots

?

that the quota for Team 1 was smaller than that of Team 2,
Team 1 was formed first 60 times and Team 2 was formed
first 40 times. Analogously, after the delivery of the first
team, Team 3 was the second team to be formed 38 times.
This demonstrates that the desired size of a team does not
influence its likeliness to be formed.

5.1.3

Deadlock Resolution

In this set of experiments, we tested the ability of the system
to cope with requests whose minimum quota exceeds the
available number of foot-bots in the recruitment area.
Four simultaneous recruitment requests (min=12, max=13)
are formulated at the same time. This creates a deadlock,
as the available number of foot-bots in the recruitment area
is 30, thus no eye-bot can satisfy the minimum requested
quota. When an eye-bot detects convergence to a quota
which is less than the minimum, it has a probability of 10− 4
to spike the leaving probability sent to the foot-bots.
In all of the 100 experiments we ran, this simple mechanism proved sufficient to allow the system to overcome the
deadlock and continue functioning.

5.2
5.2.1

(a)

(b)

Scalability
Experimental Setup

To test the scalability of our system, we set up experiments
with larger numbers of eye-bots. For simplicity, we omit
foot-bot delivery and consider the recruiting area to consist
of a square grid of eye-bots (we use varying numbers of eyebots in our different scalability experiments). A snapshot
from one of our experiments is shown in Figure 6(a).
In this set of experiments, every eye-bot has a recruitment
quota of 25 foot-bots to fulfil. Although this quota parity
would not be very likely in a real deployment scenario, this
simplification allows us to concentrate our analysis on other
properties of the system, without being distracted by the
role of different quota sizes on our results.
The results for 16 and for 25 eye-bots can be seen in Figures 6(b) and 6(c). The snapshots (grids of grey squares)
show that the system is growing in a balanced way. The
grey intensities for all of the squares in any particular snap-

(c)
Figure 6: Snapshot from scalability experiments.
(a) Left: Simulation snapshot. Right: Abstracted
representation of this simulation snapshot—the grey
intensity level of each square is proportional to the
recruited group size of the correspondingly positioned eye-bot (i.e., to the number of foot-bots recruited by that eye-bot). (b) Experiment with 16
eye-bots and 320 foot-bots. (c) Experiment with 25
eye-bots and 500 foot-bots.

shot are quite homogeneous. The grey intensities get darker
as the experiment continues, corresponding to the growing
recruited group sizes. For a more thorough analysis of the
system’s scalability, see [28].

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a novel system that allows a swarm of aerial robots to recruit and deliver groups
of ground based robots. The system is self-organised and
based solely on local communication. The dynamics of our
system are based on an extension of an existing model of the
aggregation behaviour of cockroaches under shelters.
We conducted experiments based on a relatively complex
scenario, whereby our system is deployed in a large, structured environment composed by several rooms connected by
corridors. In such a scenario, classical task allocation techniques in which ground based robot would need to search
the environment themselves to find the tasks that needed
executing are likely to be unacceptably expensive in terms
of time and energy expenditure. In our system, in contrast, aerial robots provide coverage of the environment, and
recruitment occurs in a single region of the environment.
Ground based robots are deployed to task execution sites as
and when needed.
Our experiments confirmed that our system showed desirable properties, including sequential and parallel task execution. The system also was resilient in the face of potential
deadlock situations. We conducted dedicated experimentation in a simplified environment with larger numbers of
robots to confirm the scalablility of our system.
In future work, we are planning on modelling the performance of our system in even more realistic task scenarios,
more closely reflecting potential real world applications of
swarm robotics such as search and rescue missions. We will
also implement the system on real robotic hardware, as it
becomes available.
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